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ABSTRACT
Hydrologic modeling can help us understand how to better respond to extreme hydrologic events. Communicating
model results to different groups has been a recurring challenge due to the evolving nature of hydrologic models and
the distinct needs of different groups. A new National Water Model (NWM) was released in 2016 by NOAA’s Office
of Water Prediction (OWP) that generates forecasts for multiple variables at a national scale. The large amounts of
data produced by the NWM presents new challenges in water data management. The Open Water Data Initiative
(OWDI) was started in 2014 with the goal of standardizing and facilitating water data integration and sharing.
Following the conceptual model described in the OWDI, we have created a cyberinfrastructure to store NWM
results, and created two web applications deployed on the HydroShare Tethys Portal to facilitate access by interested
community users. A REST API was also developed in accordance with the OWDI requirements to provide water data
as a service. This API facilitates programmatic data retrieval and integration of our tools with third-party projects.
The developed cyberinfrastructure, web apps, and REST API provide a gateway for NWM results to be effectively
communicated to scientists, planners, emergency responders, and the general public by meeting their specific needs.
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1. Introduction
Hydrologic modeling is an important tool that
helps us understand how to better respond to extreme
events. Model results can come in many different formats depending on the model and their intended purpose. Due to the evolving nature of hydrologic models,
integrating and communicating results has historically
been a major challenge. More generally, this is a common challenge faced in water data (Beran & Piasecki,

2009; Goodall, Horsburgh, Whiteaker, Maidment, &
Zaslavsky, 2008; Horsburgh et al., 2009). While the
NetCDF format has become a standard for the sharing and processing of large scientific datasets (Rew &
Davis, 1990), water data needs to be effectively communicated not only to the scientific community, but
also to decision makers, emergency responders, and
the general public (Table 1). To fulfill this goal, water
data needs to be presented as actionable information
that is accessible and understandable for all user lev-
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Group			 			Use Level			

Key Functionality

Scientists						Research			Comprehensive
Decision Makers					Planning			Relevant
Engineers/Emergency Responders		Action			Accessible
General Public					Awareness			Intuitive
Table 1. Water data use levels and key functionality needed per user group.

els. In the United States, the open water data initiative (OWDI), started in 2014, seeks to standardize
and facilitate water data integration and sharing. The
conceptual model developed for the OWDI includes
four key functionalities that are essential for engaging
the broader community of water data providers and
users: Water Data Catalog, Water Data as a Service,
Enriching Water Data, and Community for Water Data
(Blodgett, Read, Lucido, Slawecki, & Young, 2016).
The National Water Model (NWM) is a hydrologic
model that generates forecasts for multiple variables
across the continental US (NOAA, 2016). It was released
in 2016 by the National Weather Service (NWS) Office
of Water Prediction (OWP) in collaboration with the
National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)
and the National Center for Environmental Prediction
(NCEP). The NWM simulates runoff conditions for
the 2.7 million reaches of the National Hydrography
Dataset (NHD), which represents a significant
increase over the approximate 4000 locations currently forecasted by the NWS. This significant amount
of new information being produced by the NWM
presents new challenges in water data management.
In an effort to engage the academic community and
facilitate research, the NWM was piloted and tested
through a summer institute program sponsored by the
NOAA at the new National Water Center (NWC) in
Tuscaloosa, Al. The focus of the summer institute is
to enhance the NWM by exploring products derived
from the NWM forecasts that could facilitate data
communication to a variety of academic, public, and
private groups. As part of the activities leading up to
the 2016 summer institute, we were tasked to develop
an interface that the academic community and potentially other groups could use to access, visualize and
add value to NWM forecasts. In collaboration with
the Renaissance Computing Institute (RENCI) at

Chapel Hill, we developed essential cyberinfrastructure for retrieving NWM forecasts and dealing with
the vast amount of data being produced by this model.
In accordance with the goals of the OWDI, we developed a series of web applications using the open source
Tethys Platform (Swain et al., 2016) for accessing and
visualizing NWM forecasts via the web. These applications serve as a gateway to the NWM forecasts that
scientists can use in their own research, and decision
makers and emergency managers can use to provide
support before, during and after forecasted events. The
purpose of this article is to introduce these web apps
as a starting point for improving the overall national
ability to access, visualize, and analyze NWM forecasts.
We present our complete cyberinfrastructure and app
designs, as well as validation tests and storage and performance metrics in addition to our deployed apps.
2.0 Cyberinfrastructure
As part of the preparation for the NWC summer
institute we developed and deployed two web applications along with the accompanying back-end processes to expose the volumes of data generated daily
to support the NWM. This work was sponsored by
the Consortium of Universities for the Advancement
of Hydrologic Science Inc. (CUAHSI), which was also
the group responsible for the organization of the NWC
Summer Institute. CUAHSI includes more than 100
US universities with a common goal to advance hydrologic science. Our web apps were deployed on the
HydroShare apps portal (https://apps.hydroshare.org/).
HydroShare serves as a “community of water data”
that is an online, collaborative resource website for
storing and sharing water data (Tarboton et al., 2014).
Tethys is a web framework for developing water
resources web applications. It offers a suite of open
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source software selected to address the unique development needs of water resources web apps (http://
www.tethysplatform.org/). Water resources web
applications often need an interactive interface where
users can provide inputs and visualize results, and
a background server where analyses and calculations can be performed. Tethys provides tools for
the creation of an intuitive web interface in the form
of interactive maps, forms, and graphs, while at the
same time providing tools to connect the frontend user interface to background server processes.
The NWM is produced by the OWP in collaboration with NCAR and NCEP using NOAA’s Cray XC40
supercomputer. The model has four different configurations or forecast products, which differ in duration,
time step, and frequency (Figure 1). All four configurations produce a unique forecast, with the exception
of the long-range configuration, which is an ensemble
forecast with four different members lagged by four
six-hour time intervals for a total of 16 forecasts per
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NOAA Operational Model Archive and Distribution
System (NOMADS) and through an NCEP FTP server.
However, these outputs are only persisted for two days,
so they must be retrieved and exposed on a separate site.
The NWM produces forecasts for a number of
hydrologic parameters that vary depending on the
model’s type and configuration. These variables
include streamflow, streamflow velocity, total evapotranspiration, subsurface runoff, soil saturation,
snow depth, and snow water equivalent (Figure 2).
A processed NWM NetCDF file ranges from 72MB
to 2GB in size depending on model configuration and
type. The number of files per forecast varies by configuration depending on frequency, duration, and
forecast time step. One NetCDF file includes a single time step value for the set of stream reaches, grid
cells, or reservoir points modeled. Therefore, a single
forecast is composed of many large NetCDF files. For
example, one complete streamflow forecast for the
short-range configuration (the shortest configura-

Figure 1. National Water Model details (adapted from http://water.noaa.gov/about/nwm).

day. The analysis and assimilation configuration is produced in near real-time and assimilates observation
data from USGS gages. It serves as initialization for the
other three configurations by providing an estimate of
current conditions. In addition, the NWM produces
results for three geospatial types or shapes: channel,
land, and reservoir. The channel and reservoir types
are based on the US NHD plus dataset, while the land
type is based on a 1km2 land surface grid. The outputs
of the model are made available as NetCDF files on the

tion) would include fifteen ~72MB NetCDF files for
a total of 1GB uncompressed. The total size of a complete forecast for the other configurations scales up
quickly. For example, the medium-range forecast for
the simulated land results includes 80 files of approximately 2GB each. The two examples above represent
the total size for a single forecast. To provide a sense
of how much data is being produced daily, there are
twenty-four 15-hour short-range forecasts, one medium-range forecast, and one 16-member ensemble
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Figure 2. NWM variables per model configuration and type (not comprehensive). Each configuration forecasts streamflow (red), while
the rest of the variables forecasted varies depending on configuration (short, medium, or long) and type (channel, land, or reservoir).

Figure 3. Accessibility web apps cyberinfrastructure. The NWM output is moved from NOAA’s super computer to NOMADS. A secure
server automatically downloads model outputs as they are moved into NOMADS. Once in RENCI’s data center the model outputs are
further processed and organized so they can be accessed through our web applications.
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Figure 4. Jenkins workflow for preparing NWM forecast data. There are two main tasks. The NWM multijob task (green)
downloads, unzips, georeferences, registers the files on iRODS, and moves the files into corresponding directories. The NWM
enforce cut date task (red) unregisters from iRODS, and removes files after two weeks with the exception of the Analysis and
Assimilation configuration.

long-range forecast that collectively result in about
2TB of data per day. This high volume of daily storage emphasizes the need for a cyberinfrastructure
designed specifically to facilitate forecast extraction for
a specific feature or group of features (stream reach,
grid-cell area, or reservoir point) without requiring the
formidable task of downloading the entire set of files.
To develop this cyberinfrastructure, we established a process that searches NOMADS and automatically downloads the NWM outputs using a
secure server within RENCI’s data center each time a
new forecast is discovered. The compressed files are
extracted to make the NWM forecast results more
accessible to the public as direct file downloads or
through apps designed to mine selected time series
for reaches, reservoirs, or land-grid cells. Figure 3

shows the cyberinfrastructure for preparing, storing,
and communicating NWM forecasts with web apps.
Once the NWM forecasts are copied to RENCI, subsequent scripts are used to unzip and process the forecasts into georeferenced NetCDF files by adding geographic coordinates. The georeferenced files are then
moved into corresponding directories where the short,
medium, and long-range forecasts are persisted for
two weeks and the Analysis & Assimilation forecast
is persisted since the inception of the NWM in May
of 2016. There are currently 50TB of storage space
allocated for NWM forecast data at RENCI. NWM
forecasts are also registered on an Integrated RuleOriented Data System (iRODS) client so they can be
accessed through iRODS zones (Rajasekar et al., 2010).
iRODS is an open source data management soft-
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Figure 5. NWM Explorer app structure. The NWM Explorer app uses the model results stored at RENCI in combination with user
inputs (filters) to locate specific files available for download. The red pentagons represent the main functionalities of the app.

ware that virtualizes data storage so users can access
and control their data regardless of where the data is
stored. A Jenkins automation server within RENCI’s
data center manages this entire workflow (Figure 4).
2.1 Accessibility Apps
The NWM Explorer app was designed to search, discover, and download individual NWM forecast files, or
entire sets of zipped forecast files within RENCI’s data
storage directories (Figure 5). Filters can be used to further drill-down access to forecasts based on geometric
feature (stream, reservoir, land-grid cell) or time. The
forcing files used as input for the NWM are also available to enable scientists to run their own models using
the same inputs as the NWM and possibly compare
their results to the NWM. Data can be downloaded
via three different methods: 1) the file system explorer
allows users to directly browse RENCI’s directories, 2)

the iRODS explorer, which can be accessed separately
from HydroShare or from a command prompt, and 3)
the REST API, which facilitates download automation
and the retrieval of selected model output. Other useful functionality includes options for getting a list of
available forecasts and file metadata for a specific file.
The NWM Forecast Viewer app was developed to
provide access and visualization for the four configurations of the NWM and all of the variables within its
output files. The app is composed of a map for spatial
interaction (e.g. selecting streams, grid cells, or reservoir points), a form for forecast parameter specification
(e.g. configuration, type, or date), and a graph area for
displaying the forecasts of the selected feature in the
form of a time-series graph (Figure 6). Besides interaction and visualization, another important functionality from this app is that it converts the NWM forecast
NetCDF files into a date-value time series that can be
displayed in a hydrograph, but can also be downloaded
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Figure 6. NWM viewer interface design. Parameters are given by the user through a form. A specific feature (stream reach, grid cell,
or reservoir point) is selected through the map. The resulting time series is displayed in the graph area, and can also be downloaded as
WaterML.
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Figure 7. NWM Forecast Viewer structure. The NWM Forecast Viewer app uses the model results stored at RENCI in combination
with user inputs given through a form and a map to extract a forecast for a specific feature. The resulting forecast is displayed in the app
as a graph, and can be downloaded as a WaterML file. The red pentagons represent the main functionalities of the app.

as a WaterML file. The NetCDF file format is a standard
for scientific research and offers good flexibility and
structure (Rew & Davis, 1990). However, it has some
limitations regarding data transfer and web accessibility.
Users are required to download a set of files and become
familiar with the file structure to be able to extract
meaningful information. On the other hand, WaterML,
which is also a standard for water data sharing, offers
a simple structure for sharing hydrologic time-series data and its related metadata based on Extensible
Markup Language (XML) (Zaslavsky, Valentine, &
Whiteaker, 2007). The NWM Forecast Viewer extracts
information from multiple NetCDF files given a time
range and other basic parameters and assembles it in a
time series (Figure 7). In addition, the NWM Forecast
Viewer app has the option to convert forecasts from
their default metric units to US customary units.
2.2 Water Data as a Service
A REST API was developed to facilitate NWM data
retrieval for a single feature, and manipulation programmatically using languages like Python, R, or MatLab. A

REST API is a web service or a set of functions that
can be used to produce or access data without a web
interface. Our REST API communicates with RENCI’s
server using the HTTP protocol. A request is sent to
the server using a URL, which contains the criteria for
the desired forecast. The parameters given in the URL
are the same parameters used in the interface (i.e. configuration, shape, variable, identifier). Documentation
for our API can be found at https://apps.hydroshare.
org/apps/nwm-data-explorer/api/. A response from
the server is returned as a WaterML file, which contains a time series with the desired forecast and basic
metadata. The WaterML file can be viewed in a browser,
downloaded, or read and parsed as a text file using a
programming language of choice. Other methods available through our API allow the user to query, explore,
and download raw NWM forecasts and the inputs used
to produce the forecasts without ever having to open
the actual apps. Four methods are included in the API.
•
GetFileList: Returns a list with the names
of the NWM files available for a specific query.
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•
GetFile: Returns a streaming download of the specified file in NetCDF format.
•
GetFileMetadata: Returns key-value pairs
with the available metadata for the file specified.
•
GetWaterML: Returns a WaterML file with
the time-series data for the specified forecast query.
3.0 Results
The apps we have developed are available at http://
apps.hydroshare.org. They allow users to easily visualize, and download NWM forecasts in WaterML, an
intuitive format for using and transfering time-series
data. The apps achieve this by accessing raw NWM
forecasts that are previously downloaded and processed in a server from RENCI. NWM forecasts and
the inputs used to created them can also be downloaded in their raw form using our apps. The cyberinfrastructure we developed handles an average of 4TB
of files per day including data backups. Table 2 shows
the average distribution of storage per NWM input/
output persisted in our server in an eight-day period.
NWM forecast files can be downloaded using the
NWM Explorer app. Forecast products can be downloaded as groups using filters that query the files based
on configuration, shape, and time. There are three
modes in which data can be accessed: the file system explorer, the iRODS explorer, and the REST API.
This app provides a gateway for scientists wanting
to access raw NWM files for research purposes. All the
Model Configuration 				
Inputs and Outputs				
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variables available for the different configurations of
the NWM can be downloaded. Data is stored for two
weeks for the short, medium, and long-range configurations based on our 50TB storage space; while the
analysis and assimilation configuration, which serves as
initialization for the three previous forecasts and therefore offers a better representation of natural conditions,
has been persisted since the inception in May 2016.
The NWM Forecast Viewer app simplifies the NWM
forecast for a specific feature. It offers visualization and
data extraction from the more complex and science-oriented NetCDF format to a simpler, user-oriented and
machine-readable format. A time series is created for a
selected stream reach, reservoir point, or land-grid cell,
containing a subset of data from multiple NetCDF files
that vary in number depending on the given parameters. The time series can be downloaded as a CSV or
WaterML file. This is extremely useful when users are
only interested in a particular river reach, reservoir, or
area as opposed to all the streams, reservoir points, or
land-grid cells within the US. The NWM viewer app
successfully translates spatially-based NWM forecasts
into time-based files containing data for a specific feature. This process considerably reduces the amount of
data required when a user is only interested in a single
location or regional (watershed) area. For example, the
raw NetCDF files require download of the complete
files even if the user is only interested in a single stream
reach. A complete set of NetCDF files for the shortrange configuration of the NWM amounts to 1 GB,
Raw Files			
(GB/day)			

Processed Files
(GB/day)		

Analysis and Assimilation				6.2					63
Short Range						94.6					802
Medium Range					81.7					340
Long Range Member 1				42.1					82
Long Range Member 2				42					82
Long Range Member 3				42.1					82
Long Range Member 4				42					82
Analysis and Assimilation Input			8.6					13
Short Range Input					131.3					191
Medium Range Input					92.9					128
Total							583.5					1865
Table 2. Average NWM data storage increase per day
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Figure 8. NWM Explorer app. File system explorer interface. Once a specific file or group of files is selected, the interface will update to
show file metadata and a download button.

while a complete forecast containing a time series for
one reach is about 5.5MB. On the other hand, a user
may only be interested in monitoring a particular reach
without ever needing to download any data. The NWM
viewer produces a time-series graph for most of the
variables available in the NWM allowing for instantaneous visual inspection of any of the 2.7 million
streams, the reservoir points, or the grid cells within
the US. Figure 9 shows the NWM Forecast Viewer App
interface displaying the Analysis and Assimilation forecast for a stream reach near Richwood, West Virginia,
a city affected by the 2016 historic floods in the area.
Our REST API is based on the OWDI concept
of providing water data as a service. The API facilitates automation of data retrieval and the integration
of our apps with third-party projects. This means
that multiple forecasts can be downloaded automatically by changing basic parameters using a programming loop, and that the produced forecasts
can be consumed directly from other web applications or engineering tools (water data as a service).
We performed a test to determine how much data
can be extracted simultaneously using our API. We ran
100 different identifiers, one at a time with a 1.5-second
delay between requests. Ninety-nine of these requests
succeeded. We also tried 40 different identifiers

without any delay between requests with a success rate
of 34 out of 40. Finally, we tried 100 identifiers with 20
concurrent requests at a time in five batches, but they all
failed. From this test, we determined that our API could
take a high number of requests as long as they do not
come at exactly the same time. A one-second interval
between requests should be sufficient for them to work.
Smaller times may result in an overload of the API.
4.0 Conclusion
Hydrologic model results or forecasts need to
be translated into water intelligence that end users
can easily assimilate. We created two web applications on the HydroShare apps portal (http://apps.
hydroshare.org) that facilitate interaction with the
new National Water Model. We followed the Open
Water Data Initiative conceptual model, which
seeks to facilitate water data integration and sharing.
The two apps provide access to NWM forecasts in
their raw NetCDF format and to the input files used
to produce them (comprehensive). They also provide
access to the NWM forecasts in the form of a simple time series or a graph (intuitive) for specific features of interest (relevancy). A REST API was also
developed to retrieve NWM forecast data program-
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Figure 9. NWM forecast viewer app displaying 2016 West Virginia floods.

Figure 10. NWM forecast viewer app displaying the medium-range forecasted snow depth for one of the grids in the Provo Utah area
for January 1st, 2017.

Open Water
matically, and to facilitate the development of thirdparty applications. Engineers and scientists can use
these accessibility apps to retrieve forecasts or NWM
input files and then perform their own analyses.
We developed cyberinfrastructure to store and
retrieve NWM forecasts for an extended period of
time as opposed to two days, which is the duration
that forecasts are persisted in the NOMADS and
NCEP servers. We allocated 50TB of disk space for
storing and processing the NWM inputs and outputs.
We store the analysis and assimilation configuration
of the NWM indefinitely, while the other configurations are only stored for two weeks. Furthermore,
the analysis and assimilation configuration of the
NWM is used for the initialization of the other three
configurations. Therefore, storing this configuration is
the equivalent of storing the first step of the forecast
for each of the other configurations. Moreover, since
the Analysis and Assimilation configuration runs
hourly, this means that no meaningful data is ever
lost. The NWM Explorer App and the NWM Forecast
Viewer App serve as a gateway to effectively communicate model results to scientists, decision-makers, emergency responders, and the general public by
providing comprehensive, relevant, accessible, and
intuitive water information derived from the NWM.
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